Maximise your SAP
investment while setting
up for the future
Wouldn’t it be good if you could maxmise the benefits of SAP
with Azure —enhancing the scalability, cost-effectiveness,
and security of your ERP —while spending more time on
innovating and running your core business?
Well, now you can.

Introducing T-SAP
Your ERP is the digital backbone of your business, which means ensuring it’s
up and running effectively is critical to your operations. However, constantly having
to refresh and manage your environment can be costly and time consuming.
That’s why we’ve introduced T-SAP. By moving SAP to a managed Azure
environment, you gain the flexibility and agility you need to future-proof your
business, without the pressure of keeping everything on and optimised yourself.

T-SAP is the best of both worlds.
Designed and built with a focus on leveraging modern, market-leading
Azure infrastructure and benefits, it provides the foundation for your
competitive advantage.

Platform
implementation

SAP migration
& management

Intelligence
and insights

Managed
end-to-end

Install a production
platform with Azure,
with 99.95% service
availability and
SLAs to match.

We’ll migrate and
manage your SAP so
you can spend more
time on innovating
your core business.

Migrate ERP data
to Azure Synapse to
unlock the potential
of your data and
improve operations.

Ensure your SAP is
always on, patched,
and upgraded—
with a single point
of accountability.

How Azure enhances SAP
Scalability
Scale tech and operational
workloads seamlessly with
enhanced agility.

Cost efficiency
Shared management
platform reduces
operational costs and
increases transparency.

Agility

SAP on Azure
benefits

Provision apps faster
and deploy more
frequent “value drops”
with integrated DevOps.

Innovation
Collate and manage
all your data for better
insights and datadriven innovation.

Security
Enhance security and
meet compliance
with world-leading
threat intelligence.

Why move SAP to Azure?
Microsoft is SAP’s highest accredited partner, opening the door to more benefits by optimising
SAP for Azure—enhanced by our strong partnerships to amplify Azure’s capabilities in T-SAP.

Seamless experience

Enhance data opportunities

From engineers sitting in the same
office to combined support models,
our focus is seamless experience.

Integrate your SAP and non-SAP
data on Azure to create real-time,
BI-enhanced dashboards.

Robust security

Access more innovation

Azure offers SAP /HANA certified
VMs to run mission-critical apps in
more regions than any other provider.

We’re constantly co-developing product
integrations, best practices, and reference
architectures to enhance innovation.

Helping you on your
journey to maximising SAP
We can help you get the most out of your current SAP investment while
seizing the S/4HANA opportunity. We’ll help you transition to Azure to
better transform for the future and enhance your competitive edge.

SAP
assessment

SAP
optimisation

S/4 HANA
transformation

SAP
analytics

We assess your
current SAP
infrastructure,
outline a clear
business case, and
demonstrate short
and long-term future
business benefits.

Move key workloads
to Azure, with
real-time disaster
recovery, to
enhance agility,
flexibility, and cost
efficiency with
reduced risk.

Transform your
business with the
move to S/4 HANA,
guided by our
strategic approach
and executed with
our experts
on-the-ground.

Obtain actionable
insights from
your SAP,
integrating
data and using
Azure’s advanced
analytics to gain a
competitive edge.

Why trust us for this journey
People
We bring together our diverse tech experts, over 1500 with key
industry expertise, with yours, to solve business challenges at pace.

Partnerships
Strong history of co-creation with SAP and highest accreditation
with Microsoft, we’re one of only 2 Australian-based Azure Expert MSPs.

Powered by Telstra
Your cloud is only as good as your network. Our adaptive capabilities,
unrivalled reach, and 24/7 local service desk ensure a seamless experience.

From technical necessity to business opportunity.
Find out how to start getting more out of your SAP.
Book an SAP ASSESSMENT >
telstra.com.au/t-sap

